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INTRODUCTION to The EXHIBIT CHEAPBOOKS 

 
There are hundreds of interesting and inexpensive exhibit ideas gathered in museums all around the 
world. In an effort to spread these ideas, I originally suggested having at least one regular session at 
each ASTC conference with the theme of sharing “cheap” exhibit ideas and creating some written 
record of how to replicate these simple and successful exhibit components with the museum field. 
 
The Exhibit Cheapbooks were always intended to stress the “worldwide” nature of museums.  
To that end, you will find varied exhibit ideas from many countries inside.  
 
Every Cheapbook has been a 100% volunteer effort. Sincere thanks to all of the contributors!  
 
Please enjoy and adapt the ideas found in The Exhibit Cheapbooks. Think of the entries not as shop 
drawings, but rather creative inspiration and jumping-off points for your own exhibit creations. 
 
Have fun! 
 
 
 
 
Paul Orselli, Cheapbooks Instigator and Editor 
POW! (Paul Orselli Workshop, Inc.) 
1684 Victoria Street 
Baldwin, NY 11510 
< paul@orselli.net > 
 
 
Disclaimer 
The exhibits and other descriptions of equipment contained in The Exhibit Cheapbooks have been 
compiled using sources believed reliable, and they represent the best opinion on the subject as of their 
publication dates. However, no warranty, guarantee, or representation is made by the contributors, 
the editor, nor ASTC, nor any other entity as to the correctness or sufficiency of any information 
herein. Neither the contributors, the editor, ASTC, nor any other entity assumes any responsibility or 
liability for the use of information herein, nor can it be assumed that all necessary warnings and 
precautionary measures are contained in this publication. 
 
 
Credit 
The Exhibit Cheapbooks, Volumes 1-4, compiled and edited by Paul Orselli and originally published by 
ASTC. Copyright © Association of Science and Technology Centers, Washington, DC, www.astc.org. 
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Air Table 
 
 
Description 
 
An air table provides a constant "conditioned" vertical column of air to 
use for a variety of aerodynamic experimentation.  An endless array of 

               "flyers" can be constructed of paper, paper cups, coffee filters or other light 
               material and flight tested in the air stream.  One obvious goal is to construct 
               an aircraft that will stay aloft in the air stream for as long as possible. 

 
               An inexpensive version of an air table be assembled using everyday         
  products and materials. 
 
  Materials 
 
                  • 1 multi-speed box fan 
                  •  4 bricks 
                  •  1 plastic 5 gallon bucket 
                  • 1 cardboard box 
                  •  1 16" x 16" piece of egg crate light diffuser 
                  • duct tape 
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Procedure 
 
Place the fan facing up on the four bricks.  Cut the bottom out of the five gallon 
bucket and place it on the fan upside down.  Cut pieces of the cardboard box to 
cover the exposed corners of the fan not covered by the bucket and tape them on.  
Finally, place the egg crate diffuser on the bucket and you're ready for takeoff! 
 
The diffuser is really the important part of the device.  The air that a fan blade 
produces is very turbulent and the diffuser significantly reduces that turbulence, 
which allows the aircraft to stay in the air column for a longer period of time.  The 
cardboard blocks unwanted air from outside the bucket. 
 
This design can be made considerably more sophisticated and durable by            
using different components and building everything into a cabinet.                      
Substitute a shaded pole fan motor, a speed controller, a cluster of 2"                      
diameter PVC pipes (instead of the egg crate), a cabinet of your design, and        
you have an air table that will last for years.  Some design suggestions: 
 

                  •  Use a 16" fan blade. 
                  •  Use a 16" diameter exit hole in the cabinet. 
                  •  Provide enough air intake for the fan. 
                  •  Cut the PVC tubes 12" long. 
                 • Use PVC glue to glue the cluster of 12" tubes together.   
         This cluster of tubes becomes the air diffuser. 
                 •   Expanded metal works well to set the tubes on. 
 

 
Your cabinet design can be as simple or as complex as you desire, as plain or as 
fanciful as your imagination will allow, but the same basic principles all apply.  
Air is moved through a chamber and conditioned to lessen the inherent turbulence.  
In this case, the PVC tubes condition the air instead of the egg crate. 
 
Air table designed by Dennis Gabbard, David McCauley and Robert Lindsey 
 
 
                Submitted by:  
          Dennis Gabbard, Director of Exhibtions 
                     Fort Worth Museum of Science and History 
                     1501 Montgomery Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76107 
                     817-255-9340 ;    fax 817-732-7635 
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Dan Goldwater
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Albert J. Read
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Dan Goldwater
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by LaDawn Haws
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Geo� Nelson
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Harry White
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Steve Pizzey
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Steve Lechner
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by LaDawn Haws
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Chris Burda
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Terisa Glover
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Gregg Malora
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Originally submitted to Cheapbook Two by Claire Pillsbury
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